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Abstract
It is well recognised that improved representation of
occupant behaviour within building performance
simulation (BPS) tools is required to reduce the gap
between design stage expectations and performance in
use. One outcome of the recently completed IEA Annex
66 project encapsulated occupant presence and behaviour
models within a ‘Functional Mock-up Unit’ (FMU)
named obFMU. The intention is that obFMU co-simulates
with any BPS tool that adopts the ‘Functional Mock-up
Interface’ (FMI) protocol, thus expanding and
harmonising available functionality.
This paper outlines the steps required to link obFMU to a
BPS program based on the source code adaptations
applied to the BPS program ESP-r. The paper also
highlights the non-trivial implications for BPS tool users
when creating input models and when engaged in the
post-simulation interpretation of simulation outcomes.
The paper concludes with recommendations for the future
evolution and application of behaviour-enabled BPS.

Introduction
The behaviour of occupants can have a major impact on
building performance and the representation of this
behaviour within BPS tools is required to reduce the gap
between design stage aspiration and performance in use
(Yan et al. 2015). In response, mathematical models have
been developed for occupant-related aspects such as
window actuation (e.g. Fritsch et al. 1990, Tuohy et al.
2009, Yun and Steemers 2008, Haldi and Robinson 2009),
and lights switching (e.g. Hunt 1979, Reinhart 2004).
Some researchers, such as Reinhart (ibid.), combined
occupant presence and behaviour within the same model,
while others developed standalone models that track interroom movement (e.g. Page et al. 2008, Wang et al. 2011).
Occupant models are usually stochastic and seek to
capture the wide variety of perceptions and behaviours
within a population in response to environmental stimuli.
BPS tools have been slow to integrate this functionality
and have typically retained a prescriptive approach to the
representation of occupant presence and behaviour via the
use of schedules defining occupant presence, activityrelated casual heat gain, lights switching, and thermostat
setting adjustment (Cowie et al. 2017). Explicit occupant
modelling removes the need for such prescriptions and
places the representation of occupants on the same
dynamic footing as the other domain models comprising

a simulation: for intra-construction heat transfer, intersurface radiation exchange, air movement, control system
action, electrical power flow, and weather variation for
example. Where BPS tools have attempted to incorporate
explicit occupant modelling, the approaches are often
inconsistent (ibid.), perhaps permitting the blending of
deterministic and stochastic rules, or offering preconstructed models based on empirical data that is not
generally representative. As reported by Yan et al. (2015),
there is a need to harmonise the field by bringing together
the available knowledge to enable homogenised
functionality within BPS generally.
This challenge was addressed by the Annex 66 project
(www.annex66.org, Yan et al. 2017), undertaken under
the remit of the International Energy Agency’s Energy
and Buildings in Communities programme (IEA-EBC).
The aims of this project were “to set up a standard
occupant behaviour definition platform, establish a
quantitative simulation methodology to model occupant
behaviour in buildings, and understand the influence of
occupant behaviour on building energy use and the indoor
environment”. A key outcome was an occupant behaviour
simulation toolkit called obFMU (Hong et al. 2016),
which makes use of the FMI for co-simulation standard
(www.fmi-standard.org). In theory, this allows any BPS
program linked to obFMU to access its capabilities at
runtime, providing a variety of stochastic occupant
behaviour models that can be implemented on a time step
basis within a simulation. As a contribution to the Annex
66 project, the ESP-r program was adapted to enable cosimulation with obFMU.
While obFMU represents a clear evolution in the BPS
state-of-the-art, there are a few key barriers to realising its
potential impact. To co-simulate with obFMU, the BPS
program must support the FMI standard and must have
specific provision for the input and output variables used
by obFMU. In addition, the user must take on the
additional burdens of defining the links between obFMU
and the BPS tool, and interpreting simulation outcomes
under stochastic influence.
This paper is intended to address these barriers. After a
brief review of the functionality of obFMU and FMI in
general, the process of linking ESP-r and obFMU is
described along with the resources available to assist such
developments. A case study is then used to demonstrate
the non-trivial implications for BPS tool users when
creating models and when engaged in the interpretation of
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simulation predictions. Finally, the paper explores the
limitations of obFMU and the FMI interface, and makes
recommendations for the future evolution and application
of behaviour-enabled BPS.
Functionality of obFMU and FMI
obFMU
is
available
for
download
from
https://behavior.lbl.gov/obFMUdownload
and
the
essential aspects of its functionality are as follows.
First, obFMU encapsulates an occupant movement model
that “uses Markov chain movement with a transition
probability matrix that determines the probability of an
occupant moving from location to location based on the
previous location” (Hong et al. 2016). Second, the tool
provides a framework for implementing user-specified
occupant behaviour models defined by the obXML
schema (Hong et al. 2015b), which implements the
DNAS ontology (Drivers, Needs, Actions and Systems)
for occupant behaviour modelling (Hong et al. 2015a).
Belafi et al. (2016) implemented 10 sets of occupant
behaviour models from the literature in obFMU (available
as from https://behavior.lbl.gov/obxmldownload):
1.

Blind and window opening and closing models from
Haldi and Robinson (2008, 2009).
2. Light activation model from Hunt (1979).
3. Light activation models from Love (1998).
4. Blind opening and light activation and deactivation
models from Newsham (1994).
5. Heater activation models from Nicol et al. (2001).
6. Light activation models from Reinhart and Voss
(2003).
7. Air conditioning activation and deactivation models
from Ren et al. (2014).
8. Window opening models from Yun and Steemers
(2008).
9. Window opening models from Zhang and Barrett
(2012).
10. Light activation and window opening and closing
models from Gunay et al. (2015), which are based on
the models of Reinhart (2004), Hunt (1979), Haldi
and Robinson (2009), and Yun and Steemers (2008).
The current version of obFMU (v1.3.3) evaluates wholebuilding occupant movement prior to the commencement
of the building simulation. Hence occupant presence does
not depend on dynamic conditions evaluated during the
simulation, but is defined by a schedule generated
stochastically based on prescribed habits and events.
obFMU communicates with BPS programs using the FMI
standard, which defines the prototypes for a variety of
standard functions. These functions enact data exchange
between the FMU and the calling program, and simulation
of the models within the FMU. An FMU consists of code
conforming to these prototypes, compiled into a Dynamic
Link Library (DLL), packaged with XML metadata, and
delivered as a compressed (.zip) archive. Because FMUs
contain pre-compiled libraries, the operating system
platform can be an issue as such libraries are platformdependent. The version of obFMU considered here

included libraries for 32- and 64-bit Windows platforms,
and 64-bit Linux platforms.
There are different versions of FMI available. The current
version of obFMU is restricted to FMI for Co-Simulation
v1.0 (MODELISAR 2010), so a BPS program must
support this specific version to co-simulate with obFMU.
FMI for Co-Simulation operates on a master-slave basis.
The functions within the slave (the FMU) are called by
the master program. Without explicit parallelisation, the
master must wait for the slave to finish any task it assigns
the slave (via a function call) before continuing, which
removes any potential issues relating to CPU time
synchronisation.
Whilst the FMI standard defines the communication
protocols, it must remain general to accommodate the
specific intent of each FMU. The input and output
variables of an FMU can be anything, which limits the
generality of the implementation in the master program.
For example, obFMU addresses occupant behaviour
modelling, while in another context an FMU might
address weather data generation or demand response
signalling by a utility. The input variables required by
FMUs to evaluate their models will clearly be different,
just as the outputs passed back to the BPS program will
be different. This is an important caveat: adapting a BPS
program to co-simulate with obFMU will not necessarily
allow that program to co-simulate with another FMU.

Enabling co-simulation between ESP-r and
obFMU
FMI Library
A useful resource for implementing FMI in the master
program is the open-source FMI Library (FMIL),
available for download from www.fmi-library.org. This
“provides a comprehensive C language API for
interacting with all parts of FMUs” (www.fmistandard.org/downloads). FMIL comprises a library and
header files, which are linked when compiling the BPS
program. This resource reduces development effort in two
ways. First, FMIL provides functions for calling the
functions defined by the FMI standard, and data structures
to support interaction among these. This removes the
burden on the developer to create these functions and data
structures. Second, FMIL provides utilities for interacting
with an FMU, such as unzipping the FMU, loading the
FMU DLL at run time, and parsing the XML metadata
files. Whilst most operating systems typically provide
such utilities, FMIL conveniently packages open source
versions already integrated into its functions. This
removes the burden on the developer to locate, implement
and learn such utilities.
The version of FMIL (v2.0.1) used to implement FMI in
ESP-r has the limitation of not supporting multiple
instances in a single FMU. The FMI standard defines an
‘instance’ as an entity in the FMU. In obFMU, instances
are analogous to thermal zones in ESP-r allowing explicit
mappings between obFMU instances and ESP-r thermal
zones as described later. Normally, a single version of
obFMU, unzipped to a single location, would keep track
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of all instances simultaneously. To work around the
present limitation of FMIL, obFMU has to be unzipped to
different locations, one for each instance, which increases
disk space and initialisation time. However, compared to
the typical requirements of BPS, such impacts are
negligible.
It is worth noting that if obFMU were ever developed to
evaluate occupant movement during a simulation as
opposed to before, this would require internal
communication between instances. In this case, the single
instance limitation of FMIL would also need to be
addressed to maintain the linkage within ESP-r.
Source code adaptations
There are 3 steps to the co-simulation process: before,
during and after a simulation. The first initialises obFMU,
the second calls obFMU at each time step, and the third
deallocates system resources. The FMIL v2.0.1 function
calls required at each step are summarised here.
In step 1, the separate obFMU instances are initialised and
system resources allocated. Each instance is then
signalled that an ESP-r simulation has commenced. The
system resources are allocated to FMIL by calling the
function fmi_import_allocate_context. In initialising and
instantiating obFMU, each instance must be treated as a
separate FMU due to limitations of FMIL as explained
above. To do this, the following functions must be called
(in the given order) for each instance of obFMU:
fmi_import_get_fmi_version, fmi1_import_parse_xml,
fmi1_import_create_dllfmu,
and
fmi1_import_instantiate_slave. Finally, the function
fmi1_import_initialize_slave is called for each instance to
signal that a simulation has begun, and prepare obFMU
for the function calls during step 2.
An ESP-r simulation comprises a series of time steps with
the values of the state-variables (temperature, pressure,
moisture content etc.) for each finite volume comprising
the building known at the present time row of the current
time step. In step 2, during each simulation time step, data
characterising each thermal zone’s environment are
passed from ESP-r to obFMU, the behaviour models of
obFMU are evaluated, and data characterising occupant
actions are passed back from obFMU to ESP-r. Calling
functions fmi1_import_set_real, fmi1_import_do_step,
and fmi1_import_get_real for each instance, facilitates
these actions respectively (note that all inputs and outputs
to obFMU are considered as real numbers even if they
only take integer values). A critical decision is where to
position the calls to obFMU within the time stepping
procedure. In ESP-r, the occupant action returns from
obFMU are processed as control system directives.
Hence, obFMU is invoked at a point when all
environmental and state variables are known at the
present time row but before control actions are evaluated
and applied for the present time step.
In step 3, the function fmi1_import_terminate_slave is
called for each instance to signal the end of the simulation.
The
functions
fmi1_import_free_slave_instance,
fmi1_import_destroy_dllfmu and fmi1_import_free are
then called (in the given order) for each instance to

deallocate the system resources assigned to obFMU.
Finally, the function fmi_import_free_context is called to
deallocate system resources for FMI.
The FMI standard specifies that the C programming
language be used to implement a FMU (FMIL is also
written in C). For BPS programs written in languages
other than C, mapping the variables that comprise the
input and outputs to the FMIL functions from that
language into C may be challenging. ESP-r is primarily
written in Fortran 90/95 with most elements of the
graphical user interface written in C. As such, precedent
already existed in the ESP-r code for mapping variables
between Fortran and C. The approach taken to implement
FMI in ESP-r drew upon this precedent. Code in both
Fortran and C was written: Fortran subroutines interacting
with ESP-r, and C functions interacting with FMIL.
For example, to accomplish phase 2 as detailed above, the
existing ESP-r code calls the function FMI_SIMSTEP.
This function evaluates all FMU instances during a time
step, first retrieving the input data required for obFMU
from the data structures of ESP-r, then repeatedly calling
the lower level C function fmic_simstep_ (the trailing
underscore is a convention to allow calling from Fortran
code). This function evaluates a single FMU instance
using the FMIL functions.
Interface adaptations

Figure 1: FMI interface in ESP-r.
obFMU has its own input data requirements to define
instances, occupants, and behaviour models. ESP-r
requires linkage directives to associate obFMU instances
with thermal zones, and define how input and output
variables of the behaviour models be handled. This
necessitated an extension of the user interface as depicted
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in Figure 1 (which also serves to summarise the input
requirements to enable co-simulation). Only the menu for
FMU inputs is shown. Additional menus allow definition
of the timeout for an FMU invocation and a debug
information logging flag (more information on these is
given in the FMI documentation; MODELISAR 2010)
and FMU outputs. The directives required for FMU
outputs are similar to those for FMU inputs; more
information can be found in documentation distributed
with ESP-r.
Four items of information are required for each linkage
directive: an association with an ESP-r thermal zone, an
ESP-r variable reference, an association with an obFMU
instance, and a variable reference for obFMU. These
linkage directives define associations between entities
and data in ESP-r and obFMU.
For example, consider the first 3 entries. The three inputs
are, respectively, ambient dry bulb temperature (notated
by a zone number of 0), zone dry bulb temperature, and
zone illumination. These are all associated with a single
obFMU instance called ‘Unit_f’. The FMU variable
names associate these variables with the appropriate data
for this instance in obFMU; these variable names are
defined within the FMU. These linkage directives
represent data describing the environment required by
behaviour models in obFMU. Similarly, directives for
FMU outputs represent data returned from the behaviour
models describing occupant actions. In this case, outdoor
temperature, indoor temperature and zone illuminance are
transferred to obFMU from ESP-r. obFMU then evaluates
the specified behaviour models using these values as
inputs, and returns decisions on occupant actions, which
are imposed on the ongoing ESP-r simulation.
The burden of defining these linkage directives is
currently significant, particularly for large models.
However, there is potential to ease this burden by parsing
some of the obFMU input data and automating some of
the process. For example, rather than requiring the user to
enter an obFMU instance and variable names, these could
be read from the obFMU data files and presented to the
user as a list. This more user-friendly approach is a
planned development of ESP-r.

Running a co-simulation
Case study model

Figure 2: The case study office building.

This section describes the process of co-simulating ESP-r
and obFMU, with the focus on the added burden placed
on the user. To illuminate the issues discussed throughout
this section a case study is used as depicted in Figure 2.
The model has a total floor area of 2,880 m2 and consisted
of 2 floors, each with 4 open-plan office zones, as well as
other auxiliary zones such as bathrooms and stairwells. 3
of the office zones on each floor are occupied during
weekdays from 08:00 to 18:00, though sparsely at
approximately 20 m2 per person. The other office zone on
each floor was completely unoccupied during weekdays.
All office zones had some minimal weekend occupancy.
For brevity, throughout this section results are shown only
for the zone with the worst overheating. Simulations were
conducted with 5-minute time steps over a typical week
in July, using historical average UK climate data. There
was no heating or cooling considered in the model for
these simulations.
This model, in its original form, is available as an
exemplar distributed with ESP-r named ‘office’. For the
present work, a behaviour-enabled version of the model
was created, adapted to co-simulate with obFMU. Also,
some modifications were made to the base case without
behaviour modelling, to ensure consistency between the
two cases wherever possible. For example, standby
lighting gains were removed as obFMU is currently
restricted to on-off control of lights.
The base case used prescribed schedules of casual gains
and a non-stochastic model that opened windows when
the internal temperature rose above 21 C during occupied
hours (a typical BPS modelling approach). For the
behaviour-enabled case, the occupant gains schedule was
replaced with the stochastic occupant presence model of
obFMU, and stochastic models of light switching and
window opening were used.
Configuration
The input data for obFMU is given in two XML files:
obXML.xml and obCoSim.xml. The former comprises
data defining occupants and behaviour models; the latter
defines instance mappings and simulation settings. There
are resources available to assist in generating these files.
The first is a web-based GUI called ‘Occupancy
Simulator’ (Chen et al. 2018). This serves as a standalone
occupancy profile generator but can also provide input
files for obFMU. Both the obCoSim.xml and obXML.xml
files are given from Occupancy Simulator, though only
some data in these files are provided: space definitions,
occupant associations to spaces, movement behaviours
and simulation settings (such as period and time steps) can
be defined in Occupancy Simulator. It remains for the user
to specify remaining data: systems available in spaces,
occupant behaviour models, model associations with
occupants, and space mappings to instances. Occupant
behaviour models can be taken from the second resource,
the library of behaviour models for obFMU described
previously. These can be simply copied and pasted into
the obXML.xml file using a text editor. Other data must
be entered manually.
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Figure 3: Prescribed and stochastic occupant gains
profiles.
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1. create the ESP-r model, ensuring that the prerequisites
for all required obFMU inputs and outputs are
satisfied;
2. generate the obXML and obCoSim files for obFMU,
using the resources mentioned above where possible;
3. define linkage directives for the required inputs and
outputs of obFMU in the ESP-r model.
Overall, the process can take many hours even for
experienced users, particularly for larger models. Future
developments to ESP-r will streamline the process and
reduce this burden to some extent, while developments to
further streamline configuration of obFMU are possible.
Selecting behaviour models
There is little guidance available for selecting and
configuring appropriate behaviour models for a
simulation. This section details the process undertaken for
the case study.
Occupant gains profiles for the base and behaviourenabled cases are shown in Figure 3. For consistency
between the two cases, in generating the stochastic
profiles, usual arrival and departure times were taken
from the prescribed profile (08:00 and 18:00
respectively), though both times were allowed up to 30
minute variation either way.
The lighting gains schedule and window control
algorithm of the base case were replaced with behaviour
models drawn from the downloadable library of models
for obFMU. Three lighting models were investigated;
those of Hunt (1969), Newsham (1994) and Reinhart and
Voss (2003). In all cases it was assumed that the last
occupant leaving each office would turn the lights off.
Two window opening models were investigated; those
from Gunay et al. (2015) based on the work of Yun and

Steemers (2008) and Haldi and Robinson (2009). For light
switching, only Hunt’s model predicted any lights being
turned on, and this was only briefly at the end of some
days as shown in Figure 4 when contrasted with the base
case lighting gains profile. The other models predicted
that no lights would be turned on during the whole period.
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Figure 4: Prescribed and stochastic lighting gains
profiles.
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Whilst Occupancy Simulator and the library of behaviour
models substantially reduce the burden on the user to
prepare obFMU for co-simulation, it remains significant.
Defining information in Occupancy Simulator is not a
trivial task, and entering other data into the obFMU xml
files manually can be a difficult process. The files are very
sensitive to specific keywords and hierarchical
relationships, and even a small typing mistake can cause
fatal errors, often with little error reporting to guide the
user in rectifying the mistake.
Defining the linkage directives in ESP-r, as shown in
Figure 1, is also a non-trivial task. These linkage
directives often require specific elements of an ESP-r
model to be activated in order to function correctly. For
example, the zone illuminance input linkage directive
uses existing ESP-r functionality for defining illuminance
sensors; these sensors must be defined in addition to
defining the linkage directive. Most of the output linkage
directives require particular controls to be activated in an
ESP-r model, to give them an actuation mechanism.
Guidance is given in the documentation distributed with
ESP-r, but many of these requirements could be
automated with further work.
The recommended workflow for setting up a cosimulation with ESP-r and obFMU is as follows:
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Figure 5: Air flow rate through windows,
demonstrating window opening with two different
behaviour models.
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the Haldi and Robinson window opening models, over
five simulations, the average variation in room
temperature was less than 1% and the average variation of
the ventilation load was approximately 4%. Given the
small variations in this case, it is necessary to show only
single sets of results, though further work is needed to
establish whether this is true of a majority of cases.
40
35

Temperature (C)

Conversely, predictions from the two sets of window
opening models were very different, as shown in Figure
5. The Haldi and Robinson models predicted that the
windows were open constantly once occupants first
arrive, including overnight, whereas the Yun and
Steemers models predicted that the windows were opened
only occasionally, and only for short periods of time. The
non-stochastic algorithm of the base case dictated that
windows were open during all occupied hours.
Clearly, simulation predictions can be strongly affected
by the choice of behaviour models. It would be useful
therefore for further work to assess the accuracy and
applicability of available behaviour models for a variety
of cases, to guide the application of modelling tools such
as obFMU.
Simulation and results extraction
The procedure for commencing a co-simulation with
obFMU is no different from running any other simulation
in ESP-r. If the two modules have been set up correctly,
ESP-r will invoke obFMU automatically as required
during the simulation. This is a key feature in the context
of automating performance assessments: ESP-r offers a
command-line interface whereby user interaction is not
required to control the path of a simulation, and this is
maintained when co-simulating with obFMU.
Extracting results from an ESP-r simulation is similarly
unchanged by co-simulation because of the
characterisation of the obFMU outputs using existing
concepts in ESP-r. For example, casual heat gains will
automatically reflect occupant presence and light
switching due to occupant behaviour evaluated by
obFMU. No additional effort is therefore required of the
user to appreciate the impact of occupant behaviour.
The extra computational burden of initialising obFMU
and running behaviour models at each time step can be
substantial in a relative sense, though this is not likely to
be significant in practical terms. For example, for the case
study model, simulation time with obFMU was
approximately 3 times that without. This is a substantial
rise in relative terms, but in absolute terms this
represented a rise from about 8 seconds to about 26
seconds; clearly the simulation time remains trivial. Even
for large models that may take many minutes or hours to
simulate, a commensurate rise in simulation time is not
likely to impact a practical design process. In the future,
there may be specialised edge cases whereby the rise in
simulation time becomes significant, for example realtime simulation-based control, or high resolution estate
modelling. However, in the usual course of building
simulation, the additional computational burden of
obFMU is trivial.
It is important to note that the use of stochastic occupant
behaviour models renders the simulation predictions
stochastic: two simulations under identical conditions will
typically give rise to dissimilar results. This implies that
multiple simulations may be required to yield a robust
picture of building performance. The sensitivity of the
results to the added stochasticity was explored for the
behaviour-enabled case: using Hunt’s lighting model and
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Figure 6: Room and ambient temperatures with
different behaviour models.
Figure 6 shows room temperature in the case study model,
for the base case and the behaviour-enabled case with
both the Haldi and Robinson and Yun and Steemers
models, as well as ambient temperature. It can be seen that
for the base case, temperature rises to around 30 C for the
first three days, around 32 C on the fourth day, and around
35 C on the fifth day. Clearly, the conclusion here is that
the room overheats severely. For the behaviour enabled
case, with the Yun and Steemers models this overheating
is reduced marginally. Peak temperature on the fifth day
is reduced by approximately 2 C, though temperature
reductions on other days are small. With the Haldi and
Robinson models, peak temperatures are consistently
reduced by at least 2 C, with a reduction of about 3 C on
the fifth day. The greatly reduced lighting gains as shown
in Figure 4 will contribute significantly to the reduction
in overheating for the behaviour-enabled case, but the
additional reduction with the Haldi and Robinson models
is due to night cooling from the windows being left open
overnight.
A number of useful conclusions may be drawn from these
results. First, lighting behaviour models consistently
suggested that natural light entering the zone is sufficient
to meet occupants’ illumination needs, and the lack of
gains from electric lighting has significant impacts on
overheating. Second, if the windows are left open
overnight, overheating may be further reduced.
By enabling the behaviour models, these solutions
emerged from the simulation without being actively
sought. This suggests a potential time saving for the
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designer by reducing the amount of investigation needed
to arrive at such solutions. However in the present case,
the simulation time of the model was negligible, and it is
likely that a skilled designer would arrive at these
conclusions in less time than the additional time required
to enable co-simulation. In this sense, the value of cosimulation for the present case is marginal, though we
expect that the process of enabling behaviour modelling
will be streamlined with future developments, which will
address this issue.
Use of behaviour models from the literature, with wellreported verification and validation, lends a greater
element of defensibility to simulation predictions than is
achieved with arbitrary set points. However, the
difference in predictions from two different sets of
window opening behaviour models was striking. There is
a variety of models available for each different aspect of
occupant behaviour, and little guidance available for
selecting from these. Alongside efforts to gather and
centralise occupant behaviour models, such as obFMU,
such guidance would be a useful development.
These issues largely remain to be investigated for
behaviour modelling in BPS, and further work is needed
to address these uncertainties before behaviour modelling
can be widely applied with confidence and clarity.

should be continually expanded, though guidance for the
application of currently available models is arguably a
more pressing concern.
The capabilities of the obXML schema, and hence
obFMU, must keep pace with the evolving state-of-the-art
of occupant behaviour modelling in general. As new
behaviour models are developed, the modelling
framework of obFMU must be enhanced to accommodate
their inputs and outputs. This issue is evident even now
with some current models, for example the lighting
control algorithm Lightswitch 2002 of Reinhart (2004)
makes use of a duration of occupancy metric, which is
currently not available in obFMU. This restricts
implementation of Lightswitch 2002 in obFMU. Further
developments to obFMU such as provision for data
exchange with the master at a system level, as well as a
zone level, may also be useful.

Conclusions

Belafi Z., Hong T. and Reith A. (2016). A library of
building occupant behaviour models represented in a
standardised schema. Proceedings from the Fourth
European Conference on Behaviour and Energy
Efficiency. Coimbra, Portugal.

It is the opinion of the authors that obFMU provides a
convenient means of implementing occupant behaviour
modelling functionality in BPS programs, and uptake of
the tool would contribute towards enhancing and
harmonising occupant behaviour modelling in BPS. This
paper has given guidance on the practicalities of such
developments based on experiences with the
implementation of co-simulation with ESP-r.
This being said, challenges remain for applying obFMU
in practice. Behaviour models are generally empirical,
and their applicability is dependent on the context from
which the experimental data was drawn. The differences
in context may extend beyond the obvious, including
factors such as group dynamics and work culture. At
present, such issues are not well understood, and certainly
not obvious to the layman. Yan et al. (2015) have
emphasised the need to agree a framework for data
gathering and model generation. IEA Annex 66 has made
progress towards this goal (Wagner et al. 2018) and
follow-on activities may be expected to bring about
further refinements.
Behaviour models can remove assumptions in building
modelling, but for the case study presented herein it was
concluded that the enhancement added little value to the
simulation in comparison to the effort required to enable
it. Development to streamline the process of enabling
behaviour modelling will address this issue. Wherever
possible, the burden of data input on the user should be
minimised. This requires effort on the part of BPS
program developers to make the interface with obFMU
user-friendly, and also continued development to obFMU
and related resources, such as Occupancy Simulator. In
particular, the library of behaviour models for obFMU
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